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The Utah Jazz have already made 20 th by trading back in the draft. It looks like they have a lot of people that are interested and now they have the opportunity to choose two of them. Are we going to watch another game changing player late in the draft? When: Wednesday, November 18th • 6 p.m. MT
TV: ESPN Jazz have already taken their first step of this draft. Will he be the last? First-round picks are being moved around like crazy this season and the Jazz might be willing to take the next step. Utah also has plenty of options with 27. Will they have a prospect we didn't expect? Easter is finally here.
Chris Manning@cwmwrites 18 Nov 2020, at 18:32 CST it could also run. I assume the Celtics do nothing except draft 4 players. Can we get two series in the G League? One non-Thunder representative is from the Knicks is what makes this art. Edit: respond to this post. Last edited: November 18, 2020
Adrian Wojnarowski @wojespn 14s Rockets are buying Detroit's 2021 second-round pick - over the Lakers - for $4.6 million, sources tell ESPN. More 1st round selections MINN has 1, 17 DET has 7, 16 NYK has 8, 23 NOP has 13, 24 BOS has 14, 26, 30 No. 1. round picks HOU, IND, LAC, LAL, MIL,
POR So the question: If you buy a second round-pick, does it somehow count on the salary cap or is there any penalty? There must be something there, right? Otherwise, it seems that rich teams could only buy until the second round. So the question: If you buy a second-round pick, does it somehow
count on the salary cap, or is there any penalty? There must be something there, right? Otherwise, it seems that rich teams could only buy until the second round. There is a limit to the cash that can be sent and received in stores for the league year. I think it's about $5 million. This message Klay is on.
Stephen A is drowning. Is that Hayward's music?! Oh, my. The Warriors must think we can't lose Curry a year. I wonder if you're going to lean toward a trade either by using their pick or separately for future picks to put together an opponent if Klay is out for a while. I think it was their thinking before the
injury. Now they have to look at the 2021/2022 edition (all this is based on the likely error of assuming Klay is ready for this year). Team Curry, Wiggins, Green is not good. I just read for Thompson that he has a torn Achilles tendon. Poor. I love the proposal, and I love thinking Trader Danny is going to
make a lot of moves. I'm expecting three picks. Packing 10+ people into a small room, what could go wrong? NBA draft everyone! Edit: referring to the views into the top picks' houses. Twitter's first pick Shams is your man for spoilers tonight already has 1, Woj is waiting for ESPN. Wolves pick smaller
Andrew Wiggins. I like what Edwards can do, but I'm concerned that if he doesn't have top-end talent, if he fits in as a role player His mentality is to be an alpha-shooter. Based on that shot his best highlights are in the cartoon, that doesn't make me feel too high for Edwards. I see we're focusing on dead
relatives among picks as well as at the NFL draft. After getting burned with Wiggins and Bennett at 1, the Wolves will go with uber-athletic selection again with Edwards, or pick someone with a better feel for basketball than Ball. Edwards is coming. Why end the staffing shit show that's going on from the
KG store? After getting burned with Wiggins and Bennett at 1, the Wolves will go with uber-athletic selection again with Edwards, or pick someone with a better feel for basketball than Ball. Edwards is coming. Why end the staffing shit show that's going on from the KG store? Anthony Bennett hasn't
drafted Minnesota Timberwolves Woj has already jumped into #3 with LaMelo to Charlotte starting to feel most teams are going to finally stand pat tonight. I like Wiseman for Golden State. The most potential in the draft, the potential of a great fit at Golden State. I hope he gets a chance to succeed in this
environment and is not traded off a hopeless franchise. Im not really into it (basketball) (?!). You're still doing this, Minnesota. Isn't that an exaggeration? I thought he just said he preferred football. I'd rather be an astronaut, but I like what I do. That's unconeminable anymore. would anyone be surprised if
none of these top-5 players ever had an all-star team? Page 2 would anyone be surprised if none of these top-5 players ever had an all-star team? Somewhat. A lot of people make the All-Star team for a long enough time, one good half year, a bad injury season, a weak conference, Jordan's draft record
goes on most likely. So I checked.... not counting last year's rookies ... Every draft since 1999 has a player in the top 5 who has made at least 1 all-star team. That's as far back as I bothered to check Nice to see the balls wearing masks. LaMelo has a bust written all over him. A city with a red flag. I guess
Bull couldn't get out of the way. The sense that Williams could have been had at 6-8. LaMelo has a bust written all over him. A city with a red flag. What a shitty pick it is. I bet a lot of these teams wanted to trade, but nobody wanted selections. Look at me that screaming, mercurial bench PG for about 12
years. I hate the idea that Charlotte needed a star, so he suggested the guy with the biggest name, regardless of the part, because that's the biggest name he is because his trip to the NBA was a complete clown show. He can't shoot, weak on defense, thinks he's a star, but probably won't be able to
score at any level in the NBA, a hard pass. Yes. I don't think it ever happened in the lottery era. Even the infamous 2000 and 2014 drafts had Kenyon Martin Oladipo, who have both been all stars at least once. Somewhat. A lot of people make an All-Star team for a long enough time, one good half year, a
bad injury season, a weak conference, yes, it would be pretty shocking if none of the top 5 picks make an All-Star team. There have been a fair number of proposals in the last few decades in which only one top 5 pick is an All Star team at some point, but I don't see any (even a gruesome 2000 draft) in
which none of the top 5 picks ever got selected for team AS. I have to like that college 6th man with 4. Tonight just reminds me how miserable the year has been and how we haven't had a tournament. He tends to think that at worst there will be something that resembles his brother. So I'd be surprised if it
was a bust. The scouting message about him is that he is basically Lonzo, except that unlike Lonzo he is a lackadaisical defender and, unlike Lonzo, is a shoot-first player. Obviously, some design experts are really high on it, but I think it's a really risky pick. Bulls blow up all the mock picks patrick williams
on the 4th. I really like this selection of Gotta Love taking college 6th man with 4. Marvin Williams has been #2 pick his year after coming off the bench every game. I didn't understand it at the time. Well I didn't expect to see a evaporated Diana Taurasi as part of this year's draft coverage... I'd love to be
shocked, but I'm disappointed that it doesn't look like Danny will manage to move any of his selections for anything useful. Okoro will be soon. So much for that. I'd love to be shocked, but I'm disappointed that it doesn't look like Danny will manage to move any of his picks for anything useful. I have to
have a recipient, and the sum of the buzz was that there isn't one. What a miserable year to hold 3 first round picks. I never wanted Okora, so I'm glad he's out. Whelp looks Okongwu's injury fears didn't hurt much, he goes to the Hawks on #6 Not much social distancing at Isaac Okoro's draft side. Is
Okoro the next Marcus Smart? The Cavs could use some pebble's Pearl in an empty parking lot? What a miserable year to hold 3 first round picks. I have no idea about these players, but philosophically I would have the other way around. Lack of information should lead to more spends that should help a
team with volume. I have to like that college 6th man with 4. And the guy with the worst defensive foot I've ever seen. I've never seen someone trip over their own feet so many times in a tape game. Yes, honestly, I can't think of a worse year in recent memory. I think it's a great suggestion to have 3 non-
premium withdrawals honestly. This proposal is profound, only the top end is not good. The problem is, we don't have a roster to take 3 mid-late 1sts. I think the bottom of this draft is better than the average of late 1. Page 3 It is Pearl interview is done in the parking lot of a Walmart? What? Playing all
year in Cleveland then was a consolation prize to MIN when Love forced his way out. My view was that they previously had two former number one picks who were supposedly athletic wings with not a lot of BBIQ. Would that discourage them from collecting more? Apparently not. Who had the Ball family
most responsible for the masks? The scouting message about him is that he is basically Lonzo, except that unlike Lonzo he is a lackadaisical defender and, unlike Lonzo, is a shoot-first player. Obviously, some design experts are really high on it, but I think it's a really risky pick. As risky as inviting LaMelo
to Miz TV? So, is Toppin a mover? I have no idea about these players, but philosophically I would have the other way around. Lack of information should lead to more spends that should help a team with volume. Yes, I'm actually quite optimistic about the guys being available in our draft range.
Hampton/Nesmith/Bey at 14, and then Bane/Tillman/Flynn/Nnaji later. But negativity is the currency of the Internet. Chino Hills goes 3 and 6. As risky as inviting LaMelo to Miz TV? I completely forgot about it. One thing I've always thought was weird about Lonzo is that he was hyped as a star player by
his father (and the media), but he likes no charisma at all. There's a reasonable draft moment, a 6-person core/bubble. Who's Lavar worth picking up in that team photo? My view was that they previously had two former number one picks who were supposedly athletic wings with not a lot of BBIQ. Would
that discourage them from collecting more? Apparently not. Who ever told you Anthony Bennett was an athletic winger? One of the reasons everyone reacted in shock to his #1 was that he was an undersized 4 who lacked athleticism to compensate. And he was strictly a salary filler. If he didn't have to be
in agreement to make the numbers work the Cavs would release him after his second season. Do they just ship a hat for each team to every potential draftee? Shades of the NFL draft, where they loaded up on horror stories. Being a little watery in my living room is killian the best ever in this draft? There
may be 4 PGs in this draft better than Hayes. I didn't like his tape at all. He's not athletic enough for this NBA and he's not getting that shot against NBA defenders I think if I was in the draft I'd just play it's safe and put my dog on a chair in my office in a cut-off hoodie. When I'm a little watery in the living
room, I have to mute it. I'm sure it's a beautiful story, but I'm here with drugs, drinking hard cider chased by hot chocolate while doom scrolling through Twitter and SoSH. There may be 4 PGs in this draft better than Hayes. I didn't like his tape at all. He's not athletic enough for this NBA and he's not
getting that off against NBA defenders KOC has him 1st IDK Would love Danny to go up and get Haliburton Woj: The Knicks' ice cream will have Toppin's 8 Wizards go to Deni at 9 Congrats Obi's dad you are now a meme. Page 4 of the CDC's Thanksgiving warning suggests otherwise. Nothing on this
site says super-whisker. It just says it's safer if it's your household, and if not, be careful, practice social distancing, etc. Can we possibly do COVID stuff in this thread? All I want for the Celtics is to draft a guy who doesn't cry. I'd like to see Vasel. Looks like the perfect 3&amp;D guy. Edit: Then maybe
somehow Terry falls. 2 guys that can shoot would be so exciting. Can we make covid talk somewhere else, please Obi looks like a swell guy. Of course, must go Knuck Knucks Apparently, Obi Toppin's father was an And-1 Mixtape Tour member. That's amazing. What choice is Hot Sizzle Jr.? Nothing on
this site says super-whisker. It just says it's safer if it's your home and if not, be careful, practice social distancing, etc. I can only speak for Obi Toppin, but everyone in his house was tested before he was allowed to be there. His college coaches and Jalen Crutcher, UD PG and Obi roommates were in
attendance. Thibs will love toppins defense Pray we get Halliburton, but be shocked if the Suns don't take him back to cp3. Lewis or Hampton. Which one will come to us? Are those Rothschild bottles? Quite a collection of whatever Vassell might be out there at No 14. It would be hard to pass it on. Reece



Davis' tidbit game is strong tonight. Deni learned English from playing COD Jalen Smith. First real surprise and Phoenix picks a guy in the lottery who wasn't even guaranteed a first rounder. Is it last year again? It's too early to be sure Haliburton will be available at 14, is it? So Halliburton and Vassel are
going to be 12 and 13, right? Guess that at least Danny can draft Hampton now... Kira Lewis/Haliburton/Vassell/Precious.any of those four would be fine. Of course Danny will probably pick Cole Anthony's 10 picks and where are the blue blood? (Kentucky, UNC, Duke, Kansas)? 2020 sign Herro F-bomb
part 2 is coming? Page 5 Are we making spoilers or not? Spurs pick is known ... Where is Marcus Fizer these days? Will Vassell according to Woj. Pretty good lineup still available, Hampton, Haliburton, Nesmith, Vassell, Lewis. I don't understand Halliburton's love. I don't know if his offense translates well
into the NBA given that he didn't shoot well from dribbling and has some funky form and I'm concerned about his defensive ceiling based on athletics. definitely get sniped again kings are taking TH according to Woj. Vassell feels like a steal for the Spurs will end up one of those guys who plays a good D
and shoots like 39-42% of the 3 I would have thought that Vassal would have been selected by the Kings. Don't understand. Halliburton love. I don't know if his offense translates well into the NBA given that he didn't shoot well from dribbling and has some funky form and I'm concerned about his
defensive ceiling based on athletics. It won't be Danny's conxern Leonard Hamilton has been coaching Noles since I was in Grad School or something, and now he's a recruiting machine. Wtf? Good night for Florida State. One of those 'What if' teams had the tournament not been canceled. Good with
any of the group Lewis, Nesmith, Hampton. Please take one. I don't understand Halliburton's love. I don't know if his offense translates well into the NBA given that he didn't shoot well from dribbling and has some funky form and I'm concerned about his defensive ceiling based on athletics. I heard that
playing with a lot of energy could be a trade on #13 for Woj I blame the Grizzlies, this selection was supposed to be much higher than 14. The plan destroyed the Kings don't need PG. If Lonzo is their guy, the Pels aren't one. I'm thinking of Nesmith, but who knows. hands down worst suit ever Is it a
disaster for 11 consensus top 12 picks going into the top 12? Well, not of course. More so that I was super high on Haliburton and thought it was a simple top 5 pick. would be a steal for the Celtics at 14. Easily the best player left. This is on. Part of Haliburton's appeal is that he can play and defend the
ball. More like a secondary creator than a point guard. Looks like a weird fit with Fox and Hield, but what do I know? Last guesswork? Is there a Hampton consensus? Page 6 Is this the last of the nets trade reward for hours right now? I could go after the best wing. Some good PGs will be available at 26
Can we talk about the mask someone was wearing in the Kings war room? I'd like RJ Hampton, please. Lewis is too small, Nesmith's leg injury worries me, and I don't know enough about Maxey. With that said, Danny will have a great ... I wouldn't swing at Nesmith. He's the kind of shooter we need. We
have our pick of shooters. I was a nonsmith guy, I don't know what to make of the injury stuff. If you don't feel like you can take it I'd expect Hampton It looks like you'll be glad it's Nesmith says Adam H. Woj confirms, Nesmith. And Shams. I'm hoping for Hampton, but I'm surprised Bey isn't mentioned any
more. edit: or Nesmith apparently working out for a need is always risky. At best, he's the seventh man. Nesmith is so great to get here if he's healthy. Rarely do you see a college team completely fall to pieces when they lose one player, as Vandy did once Nesmith went down. He had a wooden award-
level season. More excited for Nesmith tonight or Langford last year? I'd vote for Nesmith. Danny continues to collect athletic wings. But isn't that what this team needs? A guy who can come off the bench and potentially provide an immediate offense? And in a weak draft get a rotation guy with one elite
skill 14 is not really a bad thing ... Celtics go on shooting. Nesmith seems to do well. I like the suit, but ...... Can we see the on-court stuff here, ESPN? KTHX What is the condition of the leg injury? Page 7 Nesmith was third in the country in points/game coming off screens. Looks like a hard-working kid.
Nice. If it's Middleton, fine according to me. Moar wings who can shoot. So how much higher could 26/30 get CS if someone Danny likes to start falling? 18-22 range? Really happy with nesmith pick. I think Nesmith will be what people wanted Carsen Edwards to be. At least to the insult. Or had a hot
streak then broke his leg as it carved out. You won't know until it gets to the NBA, or you could just combine 2 years to get a larger sample size and finish with a .410 on 290 attempts. Nesmith - we have ourselves a shooter! Good singer songwriter too... Wait I think Nesmith will be what people wanted
Carsen Edwards to be. At least to the insult. Agree... what % did Carsen shoot his 3s, I do not remember that is high% Cason shot 36% of 3 his last year in Purdue will not know until he gets to the NBA We don't really know with any of these people until they get to the NBA. If it's Middleton, fine according
to me. Khris Middleton? Almost certainly not. He doesn't have the offensive play Middleton makes of a dribble. You hope it's Danny Green, maybe Danny Green with less D, but better catch and shoot game. Agree... what % carsen shoot his 3s, I do not remember that is high %0.340, .406 and 0.355.
People made a lot of excuses for his .355 third year because of 10.6 attempts. Nesmith was 8-2. It's not exactly shy. I think Nesmith will be what people wanted Carsen Edwards to be. At least to the insult. Carsen's whole promise was pull-up 3s, Nesmith is a point up shooter who is great at navigating the
space to get open without the ball. He's not close to the same guy. I was sarcastic, no way it's Middleton. 37% for his career, Nesmith was 41%, Carsen had 3 years among the worst Nesmith and Nesmith's best. Various shooters though Carsen made dribble much more. MOAR CRYING Greg looks really
good for 53 OKC stores by 17, to a 7'2 190 pound kid who I assume stash for 2-5 years really don't remember so much crying in the NBA draft the rotting skeleton of Jeff Green turned into the top scorer of the 2020 draft, who happens to be properly sized and athletic for his position I'll take it, even if 14
games of the season is on fire from three could be a coincidence. If he's usable on defense, I don't see much dislike about the pick, even if he misses some upside down. Given where the game is today, I'd put it on upside down to talk as well if this guy can rain threesomes. Most worry about small
samples, but college usually is anyway. Love that he has greatness. Did ESPN crews fog estrogen in these rooms? I just don't remember so many emotions. previous proposals other than Vietnam. Rough year for these kids, season cancelled, can't work for teams, a lot of extra pressure and stress,
partiuclarly for the type of control freaks elite athletes are gotta say I liked Goodell Basement more than silver screen rough year for these kids, season cancelled, can't work for teams, a lot of extra pressure and stress, partiuclarly for the type of control freaks elite athletes are agreed, 2020 was an
emotional journey. Did ESPN crews fog estrogen in these rooms? I just don't remember so much emotion at previous drafts except Vietnam. I know people have asked us not to talk about Covid, but I suspect that something so joyous happening after such a stretch of the total has to be surreal, and is a
factor. Also, your post sucks. Carsen's whole promise was pull-up 3s, Nesmith is a point up shooter who is great at navigating the space to get open without the ball. He's not close to the same guy. It didn't stop people from thinking Edwards would successfully make the transition to the shooter's seat.
That's why I think Nesmith will succeed if I thought Edwards wouldn't. I wonder if 26 will stash... Bolmaro or Maledon? We'll see how he's doing in the Summer League. Ach wait ... Woj bombshell: The Clippers are trading Landry Shamet to the nets for No 19, a source tells ESPN. At this point, if there's
anyone Danny really wants, he's offering 26 and 30 to move up, right? Aleksej needs a hamburger I can't wait for leaks about how well Nesmith shot during his Celtics workout. 80 for 100 out of 3, 90 for 100 out of 3, 107 for 100 of 3. It didn't stop people from thinking Edwards would successfully make the
transition to the shooter's seat. That's why I think Nesmith will succeed if I thought Edwards wouldn't. Did you make a good call against a lot of page 8 pushback or had a hot streak then broke my leg as it carved out. He won't know until he gets into the NBA It's over the top pessimistic. You always want to
see players make a huge leap from their first year to a new level..... Not only was Nesmith making the huge leap, but he was on his way to being one of the best players in the school game. The Clippers trading in, I wonder if it's for Terry Edit-guess no. Shamet for Kennard didn't stop people from thinking
Edwards would successfully make the transition to spot up the shooter. That's why I think Nesmith will succeed if I thought Edwards wouldn't. Nesmith seems a much better shooter, a longer body too. It didn't stop people from thinking Edwards would successfully make the transition to the shooter's seat.
That's why I think Nesmith will succeed if I thought Edwards wouldn't. A 10 inch standing range should help too. Shams: Sources: The Clippers are sending the No. 19 pick over Brooklyn to the Pistons and receiving Luke Kennard. The Nets got Landry Shamet. Carsen's entire promise was a pull-up
Nesmith is a point up shooter who is great at navigating space to get open without the ball. He's not close to the same guy. Exactly. Edwards came to the fight to get a clean look against bigger and longer NBA defenders. Nesmith has the physicality to translate to that level. When Middleton was drafted in
the second round, I doubt he would draw any comparisons to the gunners with big time. I'm not saying he's going to be a Middleton-level player, but a deadeye shot opens up a lot of things with NBA pitches. Euro-Stash at 26 and Vernon Carey at 30. I got it straight from my 8-ball predictor exactly.
Edwards came to the fight to get a clean look against bigger and longer NBA defenders. Nesmith has the physicality to translate to that level. Also, Carsen is a non-entity on defense. Nesmith at least has the potential to be polite to D. Not bad. It's.... a lot like Landry Shamet honestly. yes, that's why it's a
little weird. I think the clips think that Kennard is better than shamet and the network thinks shamet is better than Kennard. Networks could do this without clips. If Nesmith didn't have a foot problem, what was his likely slot? Khris MIddleton of college shot .324, .361, .260 from .360 on a career .321 on 287
attempts. He was also a 77 percent free throw shooter. Euro-Stash at 26 and Vernon Carey at 30. I got it straight from my 8-ball predictor Why isn't Carey considered a better prospect? Good size, decent athlete, and even able to step give and hit three (38% on several attempts)? Wow, what a big step
marks when adding Shamet harris to the wing catch-and-shoot from Durant/Kyrie/Harden (?) yes, that's why it's a little weird. I think the clips think that Kennard is better than shamet and the network thinks shamet is better than Kennard. Networks could do this without clips. Shamet is a year younger,
makes less than half as much money and has another year of control, money in particular is probably the key to the Nets, who chase Harden Khris MIddleton in a .324, .361, .260 -- a career .321 for 287 attempts. He was also a 77 percent free throw shooter. Its weird. We know shooting can improve a lot
over the course of a player's career. But its really hard to tell who's going to do it just by looking at the stats. Like that trade a lot for Detroit. Move Kennard in his last pro FA year and get Bey, who could well be Kennard's shooter and a better defender on a contract that fits your rebuild. Wow, what a big
step marks when adding Shamet harris to the wing catch-and-shoot from Durant/Kyrie/Harden (?) That's if Harris doesn't sign elsewhere. It's a UFA and will still be of tons of interest. Moved some of nesmith posts here Why isn't Carey considered a better prospect? Good size, decent athlete, and even
able to step give and hit three (38% on several attempts)? It's kind of a modern-day Greg Monroe. Ten years ago, at night Was adopted On 1 January 1999, the Council adopted Regulation (EEC) No 20 Why isn't Carey considered a better prospect? Good size, decent athlete, and even able to step give
and hit three (38% on several attempts)? Short guns, below average athleticism, slow legs and couldn't defend P&Amp;R in college. Mo Bamba tweeted that Anthony must stop crying. lol Not that the team needs another undersized PG, but I don't hate Terry when he makes it to 26... How far does RJ
have to fall for Danny to make a sensible deal? I don't understand why, if it's actually Miami to choose, they're targeting Achiuwa. They don't need to target him. They just have to choose it. Targeting means that's who you're hoping to choose, and angling for a way to do it (through trade, or hoping it falls
on you). So you target him when you pick 20 and he's only currently pick 13. When it's pick 20 and you select 20, you just.... Choose him, not target him. Annoying. Page 9 Nesmith great selection. I couldn't take any more petty guards. Shoooootttttiiiinnnnngggggggg please! Interesting nomenclature in
this family I do not understand why, if it's actually Miami choose that they are targeting Achiuwa. They don't need to target him. They just have to choose it. Targeting means that's who you're hoping to choose, and angling for a way to do it (through trade, or hoping it falls on you). So you target him when
you pick 20 and he's only currently pick 13. When it's pick 20 and you select 20, you just.... Choose him, not target him. Annoying. Because Woj can't say it before it's announced on tv. I don't understand why, if it's actually Miami to choose, they're targeting Achiuwa. They don't need to target him. They
just have to choose it. Targeting means that's who you're hoping to choose, and angling for a way to do it (through trade, or hoping it falls on you). So you target him when you pick 20 and he's only currently pick 13. When it's pick 20 and you select 20, you just.... Choose him, not target him. Annoying.
Woj is contractually prohibited from saying that a player has or will be selected until it is announced on ESPN's R.J. Hampton is in freefall. My son is angry that we didn't name him God's gift as this boy's brother. Ah. I didn't know that. Thanks. Can't just say Miami: Precious Achiuwa? He could, but I think
he deliberately uses words like targeting or is focused on being FU on stupid ESPN rules. Wolves pick looks like another Dragen Bender Little surprised Tyrell Terry didn't go yet Miami goes for Precious. Hampton's still on board. Hampton is now clearly a BPA. That the Knicks trade rather to move up
looks smart now. The 17 picks in the first round are crazy. Sixers.... more guards who can't shoot like the Celtics now. Ugh, that's a good pick for the Sixers. That's if Harris doesn't sign elsewhere. It's a UFA and will still be of tons of interest. It would not make sense for the Nets to allow He should also
know this is a place of dreams for him in addition to being a candidate. Interesting to take Bilas because he shoots 40% 3-pointers against top 25 teams ignoring 29-30% shooting overall? Sixers.... more guards who can't shoot like the Celtics now. Maxey was a good ft. I think there is probably some hope
for him there. Not sure what to make of KOC comps - shades of Kyle Lowry, Brad Beal, and Carsen Edwards? Like rondo screaming. Did ESPN crews fog estrogen in these rooms? I just don't remember so much emotion at previous drafts except Vietnam. Right, because only women can express
emotions during one of the most incredible moments of their lives. Awkward place. I think the better question is not woj word use, but rather why it is so hard-on for scooping picks a few minutes before it happens to live. It's insane. We are all very impressed that each text will let you select them. The
Shams/Woj race was close all night. I think the better question is not woj word use, but rather why it is so hard-on for scooping picks a few minutes before it happens to live. It's insane. The thing I find funny is that there are clearly people in every team or league office who feed him every pick. If I was an
employee of a team or a league and Woj wrote me a question about who's next, I'd be like settling down, you and the world will know in two minutes. The thing I find funny is that there are clearly people in every team or league office who feed him every pick. If I was an employee of a team or a league
and Woj wrote me a question about who's next, I'd be like settling down, you and the world will know in two minutes. And then when you needed something to leak out, you didn't o pay for it. Escaping selection is simple, harmless and builds goodwill when you need it to transport water. If the Knicks don't
take Hampton, will he drop to 26? Maybe thunder? The feeling of being 26 will be one of: Hampton Bolmaro Maledon And then when you needed something to leak out, it doesn't owe you. Escaping selection is simple, harmless and builds goodwill when you need it to transport water. True. But you can't
carry water far if your leak. There's not a lot of cameras in the war room this year. And Woj somehow replaced all the other reporters you've seen. It's like the Amazon of field reporters. Page 10 Bolmaro to the Knicks. I really thought Terry was going to go. What do people think of Desmond Bane? I'd
rather see RJ or Terry, but I didn't realize what a good shooter he was. 6'6 man who plays good defense and can shoot? Can't have enough of those... What do people think of Desmond Bane? I'd rather see RJ or Terry, but I didn't realize what a good shooter he was. 6'6 man who plays good defense
and can shoot? Can't have enough of those... I think he's on the shortlist. I honestly think we're more likely to take him than Terry. I think he's going to the Knicks). We have a lot of small PGs, and that weakness has been exposed to the point I hope they don't catch Hampton now... RJ is heading to New
Orleans There goes our draft and stash option. Minnesota is targeting Bolmaro I don't know why he wouldn't 'just keep him. Love to pick for Denver. Couldn't get 2 seats out? Maybe? But I don't know that we wanted to. I doubt we wanted RJ, once we did with Nesmith, there wouldn't be playing time to
develop it, given that we also have better prospects we worked out last year I think we trade one of or both 26 and 30 for future picks or attached to Vincent Kanter. The Knicks turned 27 and 38 this morning into 23, which turned into 25 and 33. Nice little incremental improvement. Lol dad yelled fucking
repeatedly and threw his hat against the wall. Day looks like he's got a lot of talent I feel Tyler Bey is coming to I think we trade one of or both 26 and 30 for future picks or attached to Vincent Kanter. Apparently, we almost had to put our list of places, right? Or a draft and a stash guy. Edit: trade selections,
not necessarily with Kanye or Poirier. Using it: Terry Bey Mines Achilles injury to Klay under Chris Haynes. I know it's probably a plus for some people, but Could Simmons leave Cs if he pass Terry haha Page 11 Take a shot at McDaniels at this point? Not a big fan, but it kind of makes sense as an
upside down gamble. If not, I like Terry here that the Hampton household looks like fun, a lot of similar wings on board. Then Terry, who I think is not a great fit due to his size. Did anyone hear if Maledon was willing to be in the house? Many PGs taken in wtf's first round with Danny Ainge just drafting
himself? I thought Pritchard was the GM we were dealing with Cal having a sweet camera setup in his office. Nice lighting. Good camera. Oof. He's not a fan. Just as the player ok, just not with the first round to choose from. Hmmm.... Maledon seemed to be more intersting. Payton Pritchard my ass, this
is a clone of Bob Cousy Pritchard's from my town. My son loses his about choice. I don't understand the boy through Terry or Bane, I heard Pritchard compared to Van Fleet. Hope bring can learn to score around the rim at THE NBA level. That's quite a jump in the board for Pritchard right? Yes. I don't
really like to pick, but I recognize that it has some of the Fred Van Vleet-like features that sometimes lead to lower selections having a positive impact. Still, I'd rather take a shot at Terry or McDaniels for upside down. Prove me wrong, the Pritchard FVV is built as a fire hydrant and is strong as hell that
allow these properties to shine through. We'll see about Pritchard. Interesting to choose from the radar, which is for sure. I didn't think it was the first pick, but it's an improvement over Edwards. 30 is too early for Killian Tillie, I suppose? Like him, though, soon, if we can get rid of Vincent Kanter. Good Mr.
Time. 40% 3pt (college) shooter. I wouldn't rule out being choosing 26 and/or 30 for someone else too. If they don't do any trades and assuming they play, Maine RC will be stacked. OKC with another lottery ticket. Edit: Never mind. He's going to Minnesota. It's going to end badly. 30 is too early for Killian
Tillie, I suppose? Like him, though, soon, if we can get rid of Vincent Kanter. A good addition to the Time Lord. 40% 3pt (college) shooter. No, it's right in range. Are we in a place in the draft where someone ranked 20-50 on the left could go any selection danny would take Maledon and keep him away at
30? The boy's really young. Pritchard, of ESPN.com: Pre-draft analysis One of the most powerful guards in the draft, Pritchard's shooting range, tenacity and maturity should get him on the ground early in his career. While he shoulders a heavy load for the Ducks and can score on all three levels in pick-
and-roll, his value as a spot shooter makes him fascinating in multiguard lineups. Pritchard moves well off the ball, has an excellent preparation shot and is an effective catch-and-shoot shooter. It's a threat if he crosses half the court. He is also a significantly better finisher with all the veteran tricks. On
defense, Pritchard is hard-nosed and robust enough to hold his own, even with teams that might look for him as a rookie. The 22-year-old senior shows similarities to Toronto's Fred VanVleet as a tough, ground-bound guard with a knack for early shots. Jalen Brunson is another name that comes to mind
when evaluating Pritchard. Just as VanVleet did alongside Kyle Lowry and Brunson to a lesser extent alongside Luke Doncic, I would expect Pritchard to emerge as an under-drafted forward who fits alongside another accomplished guard on the playoff team. Pritchard is not a shiftiest shot maker, run-
and-jump athlete or very big, at 6-2 with a 6-4 wingspan. The fact that he can pull out of 30 feet will open up opportunities, but creating an effective offense early in his career will be challenging. He is also more than a shooter playmaker at this stage. His critics will also question whether he can keep up
with the NBA's elite point guard defensively, but I think he'll eventually benefit at this end of the floor. - Mike Schmitz Post-Draft Analysis One of the best players in college basketball, Payton Pritchard's deep shooting range, tenacity, experience and character will likely make him a fan favorite in Boston
early in his career. Jonathan Givony shooter who can be a contribution to the defense? Hell, yes. Page 12 Did they accidentally open the envelope for selection from round 2? Prichard is two months older than Tatum. Hopefully Ainge knows something that everyone else doesn't know, Rece and Bilas are
very impressed with the basic photoshop skills. It's hard to see Danny taking another PG, so Terry would surprise me. Mines, maybe. But I think large or stash seems more likely. After Nesmith, I was hoping to point, big, and stash (either Europe or the G-League). While Ainge knows a lot more than I do,
Pritchard is not the choice I was hoping for. Jaden McDaniels on the team with KATman, Mr. DARcy and Anthony Edwards? What could go wrong? Does Ainge add RWII to RWIII, or does he stash with Maledon? After Nesmith, I was hoping to point, big, and stash (either Europe or the G-League). While
Ainge knows a lot more than I do, Pritchard is not the choice I was hoping for. If you're looking for a wanamaker replacement, Pritchard makes a little sense. A 4 year college player steps in much easier than Terry. It's not an upside down pick, but it makes sense in terms of the building's roster. Does
Ainge add RWII to RWIII, or does he stash with Maledon? Looking around, everyone seems to be talking about Maledon as if he's going to come right away. It doesn't look like he's going to let himself be in jured. Diakite? Lock to replace water? Perry? Azubuike? Yes, I have no idea what it's worth,
Pritchard was amazing to watch in college. I wonder if he will finish ahead of Edwards/Waters on the depth chart. Prichard is two months older than Tatum. Let's hope Ainge knows something everyone else doesn't know, but this is right in the area where he was supposed to go. Everyone seems to know
a little bit. Shams: Source: Toronto's selection Malachi Flynn with the No. 29 pick in the NBA Draft. Woj: Toronto has targeted Malachi Flynn at No 29, a source tells ESPN. Flynn, 29. Celtics on the clock. The best player is probably PG ... Terry Many Wings (Mines, RWII, etc.) The best big is probably
Tillman? For what it's worth, Pritchard has been amazing to watch in college. I wonder if he will finish ahead of Edwards/Waters on the depth chart. He was chosen higher than both. It wouldn't be the biggest surprise, and may even be likely, depending on how it adapts. I wouldn't be surprised if he was
the only one on the team, or if he wasn't. Man... this is the Toronto Celtics series in a bubble was fucking awesome. I hope Pritchard is T.J. McConnell with a jump shot. I think Nesmith's pick will come out, but I definitely think the draft didn't fall the way Ainge wanted. Bolmaro goes that soon hurts. Mines
and Terry are still there. Woj says trade: Boston moves 30th Other than the design and stash, trading on 30 June 2004 was the first time that the commission had been in a state of contact with the European Parliament and the Council. Let's hope the 30th is nice!!! A lot of depth this year, not a lot of
space on athletics roster is on the PP Scouting Report: Man, I loved Payton in college last year. I voted him as a finalist for the Naismith Award, and he would be No 3 on my list. He's fearless, tough, and I think he's going to be a really awesome backup point guard because of his ability to shoot and lead
teams. I'm worried about his defense on the next level, and I think I would go with a number of different point guards in front of him here, like Tre Jones, Malachi Flynn, and Theo Maledon. It is reasonable to be on this scale, though, given that all guards are so tightly tied. Ranking: No. 37 Hollinger team
fit: I thought draftniks underestimated Pritchard and that it was fair to pick him late in the first round like this, especially for a Boston team that could use another point guard. His better shooting his senior year is a big plus. My only argument is that I like Devon Dotson, Malachi Flynn and Theo Maledon a
little bit better in the backcourt. Exchanged to Memphis. Do you think JJJ straight to work? Or a meme having to throw in a pick too? The thirties being traded on his own probably means Pritchard was chosen by Ainge, rather than for someone else. Other than the design and stash, trading on 30 June
2004 was the first time that the commission had been in a state of contact with the European Parliament and the Council. There really isn't anyone left to erer a weird year with only 2 euros worth. And 1sts don't let them keep them in the G-league Did Danny finally trade for Justice Winslow? Tjarks at
Pritchard Pick: 26. Boston Celtics: Payton Pritchard, G, Oregon A drinking game based on scouting clichés about Pritchard could send someone to the hospital. He's a courageous player, a coach on the floor, a real winner, someone who's not afraid to put his body on the line, and a gym rat. Celtics fans
will love him. But don't let the jokes overshadow his game. Pritchard should immediately be an excellent backup point guard and has the confidence and skill to knock down shots in big playoff games. Grade: B Page 13 ESPN should let Rusillo (as host) Jaylen and whatever their version of KOC is to
make a suggestion. This group is totally on. So what does Boston get in return? I think Nesmith's pick will come out, but I definitely think the draft didn't fall the way Ainge wanted. Bolmaro goes that soon hurts. But there are still plenty of good options at 26 like Bane and Terry, Tillman, Stewart. Bolmaro
was attractive as a stash, but I really don't get the feeling that it's any better prospect than any of those guys. Like the next second round? Fie. It's not a stash. The stash is when they agree not to sign an offer, go play somewhere else then sign next year or later yes, I just thought a stash of players in the
G League is not an option. Not that I know about it anyway. Just when I thought I did watching Grizzlies games... Yes, I just thought that a stash of players in the G league is not an option. Not that I know about it anyway. Can you, I think a few late 2nds did it, like the guard we worked out, that I can't
remember the name of who went to Australia first I'd be much more excited about Udoku at 26 and the best available PG at 30. so Left Alter Award this year? Terry would've been much more excited about Udoku at 26 and the best available PG at 30. We don't have seats on the roster, no. Ainge came out
of this draft with 3 players picked in the first, if Bolmaro was one of them Shedding Poirier's salary (and list spot) and getting the next pick for #30 is not bad if that's what it turns out to be. Keith Smith @KeithSmithNBA 1m I think (I mean! I mean! I guess! Boston may have gotten a next first round pick
from the Utah Jazz in a deal with Memphis. There's some weird protection on it. I'm working on confirmation. Also Vincent Poirier can go to Memphis as well. Strange Protection = 2nd round pick If Smith is right.... Is that a real first? Utah is the 1st round pick to Memphis protected for picks 1-7 and 15-30
in 2021, 1-6 in 2022, 1-3 in 2023 and 1 in 2024; If Utah doesn't hand over the first-round pick to Memphis until 2024, then Utah will instead hand over its pick in Round 2, 2025, and the 2nd round 2026 selection to Memphis [Memphis-Utah, June 7, 2019] Unless Memphis puts new trade protection on it,
which could likely be the end of the first round in 2022. If it's Utah's pick it might be really interesting: a 2021 first-round draft pick from Utah 1st round pick to Memphis protected for picks 1-7 and 15-30 in 2021, 1-6 in 2022, 1-3 in 2023 and 1 in 2024; if Utah doesn't hand over the first-round pick to
Memphis until 2024, then Utah will instead mediate its selection in Round 2, 2025, and the 2nd round 2026 selection to Memphis [Memphis-Utah, June 7, 2019] If Smith is right.... Is that a real first? Utah is the 1st round pick to Memphis protected for picks 1-7 and 15-30 in 2021, 1-6 in 2022, 1-3 in 2023
and 1 in 2024; If Utah doesn't hand over the first-round pick to Memphis until 2024, then Utah will instead hand over its pick in Round 2, 2025, and the 2nd round 2026 selection to Memphis [Memphis-Utah, June 7, 2019] Unless Memphis puts new trade protection on it, which could likely be the end of the
first round in 2022. Wait, I'd rather choose that choice than this year's 30th. It seems too good if it's Utah's pick it might be really interesting: a 2021 first-round draft pick from Utah Utah in the first round to pick to Memphis protected for picks 1-7 and 15-30 in 2021, 1-6 in 2022, 1-3 in 2023 and 1 in 2024; if
Utah doesn't hand over the first-round pick to Memphis by 2024, then Utah will instead broker its 2nd round pick. Round 2025 and 2nd round pick to Memphis [Memphis-Utah, 7/6/2019] big deal if you lose the vice president and get Utah to pick nighthob still tells us that it was a role-player draft and the
Celtics got a wing shooter and backup PG that occupy the necessary roles for C. Thirties selection will never make the roster, and if it's used to connect an unnecessary player for $$ purposes, so be it. Danny was a breakdown of the building and got the two elements he felt he needed. The next two days
could be more interesting than a draft that is a fairly reasonable yield for one selection higher than 2. Wrong, if it's Utah's choice, yes. I'm not sure if it's given Utah's is playoff team next year and selection could fall between 7-14. See you soon. I agree that it's reasonable too, just not waiting much. If they
got rid of Vincent in the process, it's a good deal, even if it's the latter. Terry's going to kill himself in Dallas with Luke. Have they started to allow additional protection for withdrawals already protected? I believe so, that's what Philly did at pick(s) that sent in the Fultz/Tatum deal, right? Edit: not quite correct
according to below. nighthob still tells us that it was a role-player draft and the Celtics got a wing shooter and backup PG that occupy the necessary roles for C. Thirtieth selection will never make the roster, and if it is used to connect unnecessary players for $$ purposes, so be it. Danny was a breakdown
of the building and got the two elements he felt he needed. The next two days might be more interesting than the suggestion I was saying it was a great proposal to fill what the Celtics needed. Shooting and bigs. They filled the shooting needs well on the bench. Daniel Otura's father is 5'5. That must be
some kind of record for the shortest father of an NBA center. It can only change the protection, to a choice that is not originally yours, which was unprotected. I can't change utah's selection. Then something's wrong. That selection is too good for 30 and letting us get out of the GOP I believe so, that's
what Philly did at pick(s) that sent in the Fultz/Tatum deal, right? Edit: not quite correct according to below. They did with a Lakers pick that the Celtics ended up getting, changing from unprotected, to protection for pick 1 and 6-30. It can only change the protection, to a choice that is not originally yours,
which was unprotected. I can't change utah's selection. Yeah, forgot about any layering. In that case, it's a great deal. Page 14 Something's wrong. That selection is too good for 30 and let us get out of vice president if he's right, this draft was A. Love Nesmith's pick, not a big fan of Pritchard's pick, but I'll
give him a chance. Trading 30 for this Jazz pick tho? Robbery. Then something's wrong. That choice is too good for 30 and letting us get out of the GOP I agree. Something's missing. He shouldn't be able to trade #30 to pick a player himself, let alone with Poirier, for little more than a heavily protected
first that turns into a second or two 2nds. Damn it, les Maledons up at 5am, respect. Why would you protect pick 1-7 then 15-30? Tillman's like an anti-Kanter, isn't he? He wasn't really expecting bigs except for the trade-up scenario, but it was a good night for Robert Williams. Why would you protect pick
1-7 then 15-30? 1-7 is Utah protecting itself from collapse, 15-30 is Memphis making sure they don't get a shitty 2021 pick, giving more time for Utah to regress, pushing to pick for the year that they'd rather pick and trade #30 for any pick in 2021 is theft, right? I can't believe they got it and got rid of the
vice president. I need one the post tells me something I should have known thanks to everyone. What's harder to play for your father or your FIL? Agree. Something's missing. He shouldn't be able to trade #30 to pick a player himself, let alone with Poirier, for little more than a heavily protected first that
turns into a second or two 2nds. All I could think of is that he really loved Bane and tried to get in for him on earlier selections and couldn't. Also... Maybe he really liked Poirier and took him over carsen in the salary slot? Keith Smith @KeithSmithNBA 1m I think (I mean! I mean! I guess! Boston may have
gotten a next first round pick from the Utah Jazz in a deal with Memphis. There's some weird protection on it. I'm working on confirmation. Also Vincent Poirier can go to Memphis as well. If true, Ainge did well. Any first round pick is better than this year's first round pick. and dumping Poirier? Priceless.
Trading #30 any choice in 2021 is theft, isn't it? I can't believe they got it and got rid of the vice president. Not really. It's not like the vice president does much either. I'd say it's the expected speed. VP+1st for the first one that finishes second. I doubt that many of the proposals are deep enough that the
#30 select in a given year is of such greater value. edit: If we get Utah to choose, it's theft. Not really. It's not like the vice president does much either. I'd say it's the expected speed. VP+1st for the first one that finishes second. I doubt that many of the proposals are deep enough that the #30 select in a
given year is of such greater value. pick quoted does not end second Someone give me some names to root for the 47th pick quoted does not end the second I have a hard time we would choose that when they could only give us their own 2021 to choose with their own protection. If that's the choice, it's
like Jeff Green redux. I have a problem for us to choose when they could just give us their own 2021 pick with their own protection. If that's the choice, it's like Jeff Green redux. Okay, I'm confused, too. I have a problem for us to choose when they could just give us their own 2021 pick with their own
protection. If that's the choice, it's like Jeff Green redux. I think if we insisted on something that could reasonably convey Memphis would prefer us to choose that, it's likely to be in the 20s in 2021 than their own picks, which are more likely to be in their teens at some point. Mason Jones is the guy we
want, isn't he? Terry, Carey, Otoru, Maledon, Tillman, Bey is a pretty solid second-round list. glad I didn't get my hopes on who was the first to mention utah pick, I'm a little mad at them I don't think the Celtics use 47 unless it's up to the guy who will agree to sign. We're on 18 players on the roster right
now, we're going to move out some, but we probably also want to use at least an MLE to vet. I think if we insisted on something that could reasonably convey Memphis would prefer us to pick that likely to be in the 20s in 2021 2021 their own selections, which are more likely to be in their teens at some
point. I'm not convinced Utah is better than Memphis in the next four seasons. Giving up the 30th yes, once Bolmaro was gone, 30. Second round guys still available: Reed, Joe, Ramsey, Winston, Stanley. I hope Reed, Joe, will be another shot at the bench. Stanley has serious hops and a decent shot.
Buster Olney Lonely said: 'I'm going to give up on 30. I don't deny it was an average draft, but that was in large part because the top wasn't good. the proposal really had good depth. I like the player for Memphis, a very good deal for them it looks like. And I'm not saying it's a bad deal for Boston, as #30
didn't want to make the roster anyway, page 15 roster is far from complete. Projecting the number tonight a month before the preseason is rather silly Killian Tillie should be around at 47 too. I think N'Doye might be an option. The roster is far from finished. Projecting a number tonight a month before the
preseason is rather silly to agree to some extent, but also it's not just numbers, it's how many young players you want in the rotation, and how much you can reasonably develop. I expect some current rostered players to be gone, but I don't think we're going into next season with 6-8 players in the first 2
years out of 15. I agree to some extent, but also it's not just numbers, it's how many young players you want in the rotation, and how much you can reasonably develop. I expect some current rostered players to be gone, but I don't think we're going into next season with 6-8 players in the first 2 years out of
15. Haven't we done this in a while? There are 17 seats on the roster. Yam it! Decent PG stash. I've heard some good things about him, and I assume he's in a good way. Yam Madar. It looks like the tiles you move around and around in Scrabble in a vassal effort to play a decent word. I don't deny it was
an average draft, but that was in large part because the top wasn't good. the proposal really had good depth. I like the player for Memphis, a very good deal for them it looks like. And I'm not saying it's a bad deal for Boston, #30 didn't want to make the list anyway Yes, you're right. It's a profound
suggestion that made it fun. And knowing that Boston needs to clear the cadre site and that the 30th president of the United States has to do so. Great was the overstatement. Tomorrow morning I'll share this Payton Pritchard dribbling video with my 9-year-old son. I do not know if I have a game but I love
the first name so it's here that we haven't done it for a while now? There are 17 seats on the roster. I don't count two ways. Last year we had: Langford, Grant, Carsen and Time Lord. I expect at least 2 of those back (TL graduates, Carsen on the sidelines), plus our 2 1sts. If we take someone to 30, that's
5 out of 15 seats, and that assumes we won't have any of: Carsen, Edwards, Tremont, Tacko. This is a lot of sites used for projects for a team with the title aspiration of madar scouting report says: 6'3 Strong defender ....... can not shoot. I understand they need a stash, and who knows? I like the idea of
Tillie at 47--- sure, he probably breaks down, but if not, you have a helpful guy. That's a better risk going forward than the last guy on the roster now, IMO. For the record, Yam's name is pronounced closer to the voca grandmother (Yahm) than to sweet potatoes. His name means Sea in Hebrew. Madar
looks reasonably athletic in games, but the scouting reports I've read suggest he isn't. The level of competition creates the illusion of his athleticism. Clearing the talent bar for an NBA guard is pretty hard. The average NBA guard is ridiculously talented. Hopefully Madar works better than Yabu and Ante.
He was chosen much lower tho. Also, would you rather roll the dice on Jay Scrubb than Madar? I think the Celtics consistently misunderstood the risk/reward on those later picks.. The goal of the IMO is to take some shots at people who might matter. They're young and deep. It's much better to have a
guy who craps out for a year, but had a theory about being helpful. Of course, I've never seen Madar play I'm just not excited by what I've read. Hopefully Madar works better than Yabu and Ante. He was chosen much lower tho. From what little game tape I saw after Givony mentioned it a week ago his
rights proposal will come in handy in some business 4-5 years from now. From what little game tape I saw after Givony mentioned it a week ago his rights proposal will come in handy in some business 4-5 years from now. Yeah, it definitely looks like a journey. It's not worth working out a backup PG type if
you need it right now---year boys are vet min available almost all the time. I'd rather pick a guy with real NBA skill, like Sam Merrill, who probably can't defend but can spot, step back, relocate dribble and shoot NBA 3s. Also, would you rather roll the dice on Jay Scrubb than Madar? I think the Celtics
consistently misunderstood the risk/reward on those later picks.. The goal of the IMO is to take some shots at people who might matter. They're young and deep. It's much better to have a guy who craps out for a year, but had a theory about being helpful. Of course, I've never seen Madar play I'm just not
excited by what I've read. Where are they put it? The advantage of a guy like Madar is that you have A good series that has good coaches developing him, he gets to play for his national team and if he breaks out you bring him in if they don't. Someone like Scrubb.... One of your 2-way slots. This is the
problem with all these suggestions ... you don't have the time or place to develop them. I'm sure a few of these levels guys will get invites to Maine as non-NBA roster players, but 2. I think the Celtics would love Tacko to make at least 1 of 2 ways this year. I'd rather pick a guy with real NBA skill, like Sam
Merrill, who probably can't defend but can spot, step back, relocate dribble and shoot NBA 3s. If your preference was to draft and stash a candidate, it was unrealistic. If your preference was to draft and stash a candidate, it was unrealistic. I wouldn't have any problem shipping Edwards or Waters out to
the top 55 protected pick up to clear some list space. I don't have much use for people of that size. Look at how good you have to be (Kemba, Isaiah) just to give people mixed feelings about you being on the court in a playoff game. Hell, even autumn can't play more than 3 minutes at a time. It's hard to
imagine him turning into anything, just like he looks like a great guy. I don't count two ways. Last year we had: Langford, Grant, Carsen and Time Lord. I expect at least 2 of those back (TL graduates, Carsen on the sidelines), plus our 2 1sts. If we take someone to 30, that's 5 out of 15 seats, and that
assumes we won't have any of: Carsen, Edwards, Tremont, Tacko. That's a lot of places used to projects for a team with title aspirations Both first rounders tonight are better than Edwards and Waters, so they could be gone. Tacko Hope is a goalkeeper - he dominated in Maine although RIP Fab Melo
did so well, so no guarantee he'd have any problem shipping Edwards or Waters out to the top 55 protected to pick to clear some list space. I don't have much use for people of that size. Look at how good you have to be (Kemba, Isaiah) just to give people mixed feelings about you being on the court in a
playoff game. Hell, even autumn can't play more than 3 minutes at a time. It's hard to imagine him turning into anything, just like he looks like a great guy. They're almost certainly shipping off one of those guys because they just drafted two rookies. They probably want some veteran help too so there is
more room on the roster. It's a bit disappointing to go another year without working out 2. One day... Cellar-Door makes a key point. This list won't prove the reason for the up and coming NBA wannabes. The upcoming free agency is going to change the landscape a lot more than a draft full of good-but-
not-great players. It is more than likely that Nesmith is the only player we have tonight, which has more than a marginal impact next year. Many of the young people will fight for their NBA lives and most will find this is not necessarily a glamour profession. Both first rounders tonight are better than Edwards
and Waters, so they could be gone. Tacko I hope he's a goalkeeper - he dominated in Maine although RIP Fab Melo did so well, so no guarantee that I agree, that was my point though.. we're a young team, last year we had 4 drafted guys in the first 2 years plus 2 ways this year we're looking to set at
least 4 plus 2 ways, I think we all assume Edwards is still moved, and a few vets coming in selection at 30 would have hung on to that 15. Using a pick to open a place and some salary, and trading it for 2 seconds in years when we might need cheap options on the bench due to our salaries makes too
much sense not to do it. Where are they put it? The advantage of a guy like Madar is you get to have a good franchise that has good coaches developing him, he gets to play on his national team and if he breaks out you bring him in if he doesn't. Someone like Scrubb.... One of your 2-way slots. This is
the problem with all these suggestions ... you don't have the time or place to develop them. I'm sure a few of these levels guys will get invites to Maine as non-NBA roster players, but 2. I think the Celtics would love Tacko to make at least 1 of 2 ways this year. Of course I'm keeping him in the G League.
Was that a serious question? Who do you have in the second 2 way slot, and you really think it's someone who on this list will matter? I like Tacko, but it's pretty unlikely that it ever matters. I like Waters a good bit, but they signaled quite clearly in this draft I don't think he cares (I was pre-keeping him, but



after working out two PGs it's hard to feel that way anymore). That's my --- can shuffle guys like that into and off your list pretty easily. Do you think Javonte Green's going to matter? I liked the shot that was going to work last year, but that's not likely. As others have said, there is no reason to think that
Madar will ever play a meaningful minute. It's just property if someone wants to trade for it or if it's supposed to be a rotational guy. If you think it will, --- hope you're right. The reality of most guys at this point is that they're never going to make it, and the problem the Celtics and some here have is falling in
love with the unlikely-to-develop guys at the end of the bench or in Maine. You often know within a year, so I'd rather buy that year to judge someone generally speaking. So no bigs and Poirier gone, a sign that Kanter is coming back? Cellar-Door makes a key point. This list will not prove a reason for up
and coming NBA wannabes. The upcoming free agency is going to change the landscape a lot more than a draft full of good-but-not-great players. It is more than likely that Nesmith is the only player we mentioned tonight who has more than a marginal impact next year. Many of the young people will fight
for their NBA lives and most will find this is not necessarily a glamour profession. I think there are two points, one good and one reckless. There's no reason to draft a marginal role player for the Celtics, I agree. But choosing a stash of which projects to be is only a little better. You keep yourself a little
upside down, but then you're left with the question: which player is upside down do you want to bet on? I hope they're right on Madar, but they were generally not good for the international guys---Is the best last one and he didn't come through the draft. Proposal.
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